Mums experiencing injecting drug use, hepatitis C and healthcare
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Introduction and Aims: Women with a history of injecting drug use and hepatitis C (HCV)
experience challenges when engaging healthcare which may impact their child’s general and
HCV healthcare. This study explored the healthcare experience of these women and
children.
Design and Methods: This qualitative study was undertaken at a large inner-city Australian
hospital during 2017-2018. Purposive coupled with theoretical sampling until saturation was
used to recruit women with a history of injecting drug use and HCV in pregnancy, and
healthcare providers providing care to similar women. Semi-structured interview transcripts
were analysed using grounded theory where data were subject to an iterative process of
constant comparisons to identify emergent theoretical concepts.
Results: Interviews with 13 women and 12 healthcare providers revealed four major
theoretical categories: ‘Being a women who injects drugs’ (trauma history, a woman’s
approach to addiction, societal expectations, being ‘not-normal’, being judged, staying clean
for the kids, complex-tangled lives); ‘Self and healthcare’ (self-neglect, prioritising childhealth, special patients and staff, staff trauma, healthcare gaps, trust-building, continuity-ofcare); ‘Using mums’ (incubators, super-mums, under the microscope, the good mum test,
loving and wanting the best for their child, fear of child protection services); and ‘Mothers
with HCV’ (worry and shame about child HCV, risk misconceptions, testing assumptions,
unclear responsibility for follow-up).
Discussions and Conclusions: Similar and overlapping theoretical concepts were
identified by the women and healthcare-providers. The most salient issues were the
expectations and stressors for these women and opportunities to improve outcomes for
these mothers and their children.
Implications for Practice or Policy: Concurrent healthcare challenges impact on this
population and must be considered in service delivery.
Implications for Translational Research: Healthcare complexities and social context have
to be further defined and considered in healthcare planning for this group of women and their
children.
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